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MISSION 

To be the school of choice for young men and women seeking a co-educational 
and multi-cultural environment which will enable them to realise their potential 
academically and extra-murally.

VALUES

•      Academic achievement: the primary focus is on quality teaching 
 and eff ective learning in a disciplined and organised environment
• Achievement and recognition of excellence in all facets of school life
• An environment where respect and tolerance are actively 
 encouraged and the uniqueness of the individual is recognised
• Life-skills and social development are highlighted
• A clean, safe and happy environment with emphasis on

VISION 

We envision developing young men and women who:
• reap the rewards of modern learning technologies, and creative 
 and varied learning and teaching strategies
• acquire life-long independent learning skills
• are socially and ethically responsible
• are equipped to cope in a rapidly-advancing scientifi c and 
•  technological world
      will contribute productively to society

10 PILLARS

English Home LanguageMANIFESTO

Academic achievement: the primary focus is on quality teaching and eff ective 
learning in a disciplined and organised environment
Achievement and recognition of excellence in all facets of school life
An environment where respect and tolerance are actively encouraged and the 
uniqueness of the individual is recognised
Life-skills and social development are highlighted
A clean, safe and happy environment with emphasis on self-discipline

reap the rewards of modern learning technologies, and creative and varied learning 
and teaching strategies 
acquire life-long independent learning skills
are socially and ethically responsible
are equipped to cope in a rapidly-advancing scientifi c and technological world
will contribute productively to society
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CONSIDERING GREENSIDE HIGH AS A SCHOOL FOR YOUR CHILD?
Dear Prospective Parents and Learners

We extend a very warm welcome to you all. We hope that you will be impressed by 
what we have to off er and will give serious thought to considering Greenside High as a 
school for your child.

I have composed a comprehensive description of Greenside High in which I address the 
fundamentals. 

HISTORY

The school’s offi  cial opening ceremony took place on 22 September 1961.

The demographics of the school have changed considerably since then, of course! 
Greenside High currently has 1025 learners and is truly a rainbow-nation school, with 
learners from across the racial and cultural spectrum. This, for me, is one of Greenside 
High’s strongest selling points - although it’s an area often overlooked or ill-considered 
by parents: when children leave school they have to function in the ‘real world’ and, 
if they have been brought up in a microcosm of that world, they have a wonderful 
headstart - without even being overtly conscious of the advantage.

STAFF AND CURRICULUM

The academic staff  is currently sixty-six members strong and is also a diverse group. In 
addition to the academic staff , Greenside High employs two educational psychologists. 
We have affi  liated ourselves with the Johannesburg Parent and Child Care Counselling 
Unit.

We have an experienced and competent administrative staff  and many of our general 
assistants in the maintenance portfolios have a longstanding relationship with the 
school.

English Home LanguagePRINCIPAL’S REPORT
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Greenside High’s diversity extends to the curriculum and the subjects on off er in the 
FET phase (Grades 10, 11, 12). The language of teaching and learning is English. 
First Additional Languages are Afrikaans or isiZulu. We have teachers experienced in 
Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy. Our Life Orientation programme embraces 
topical issues such as drug abuse, teenage pregnancy, environmental issues, social 
media, and gender equality. We also call upon past learners who have been incredibly 
successful in their chosen fi elds to address the learners at some of the assemblies. 

Greenside High has the following optional subjects on off er: Accounting, Business 
Studies, Consumer Studies, Computer Applications Technology, Dramatic Arts, 
Engineering Graphics and Design, Electrical Technology, Geography, History, Information 
Technology, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Visual Arts.

The standard of teaching at Greenside High is extremely high. Many of our subject 
heads are leaders in their fi eld and occupy high-profi le portfolios such as National Senior 
Certifi cate Examiners and Moderators. This has obvious advantages for our learners. I 
have found that apathetic and indiff erent teachers do not last long at Greenside High: 
there is just too much of a work ethic for such people to feel comfortable.

Greenside High is perhaps best known for its excellent academic results. However, I am 
at pains to point out that, although academic results are a measure of a school’s success, 
they shouldn’t be over emphasised. A more important question is how a school succeeds 
with the less capable learners. Teachers who raise a struggling learner’s performance in 
a subject from twenty-fi ve percent to forty percent have worked miracles. In this school, 
the teachers work incredibly hard at intervention strategies to assist the majority of 
learners who do not fall into that gifted category.

A particularly signifi cant measure of Greenside High’s success in the academic sphere 
is the fact that our learners excel at university. Greenside High is one of the top feeder 
schools to Wits University, University of Johannesburg and other quality tertiary 
institutions.

Greenside High has a successful intervention programme for learners struggling with 
Mathematics and English.  We run a Mathematics Clinic and extra English tuition every 
weekday afternoon. 

South Africa’s comparative scores for Mathematical Numeracy and Literacy are amongst 
the worst in the world.  Many of our learners struggle with Mathematics, but Greenside 
High is pro-active and creative in providing support.  In October 2007 - on the strength 
of the motivations we submitted in a public school Maths challenge - Greenside High 
was awarded a grant of R420,000 towards improving Mathematics performance.  This 
grant was awarded by the Epoch and Optima Trusts, funded by the Anglo American 
Group.  We have received further funding consistently from 2008 through to the present.

One of the major crises facing education is the shortage of qualifi ed teachers - in 
Mathematics and Science in particular. Greenside High has a full complement of 
experienced and qualifi ed Mathematics and Science teachers. Greenside High facilitates 
tuition in Advanced Programme Mathematics as an extra accredited subject for learners 
who wish to challenge themselves in Mathematics and to gain additional points for 
entrance into particular degree courses. Greenside High also off ers Advanced Programme 
English.  

We have outstanding subject heads who lead staff  teams with formidable years of 
experience. Just one example is our Afrikaans Department: nine members strong, with 
180 years’ combined experience!  Although there is very little quite as valuable as 
experience, not all our teachers are “long in the tooth”!  We have many young and 
dynamic subject leaders.  In summary, there is tremendous depth and talent within the 
Greenside High teaching staff , and each teacher brings his or her particular value to a 
department. 
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ACTIVITIES

Although academics is our primary focus, Greenside High is a very balanced school. It 
is an industrious school and the campus is seldom unoccupied.
  
The appointment of a passionate, committed and talented sports director, Ms Nhleko, 
who is assisted by a sports administrator, Mr Masombuka, has led to a lot of development 
on the sporting front. At Greenside High, one sport does not reign supreme over others. 
We off er soccer, touch rugby, squash, basketball, tennis, hockey, athletics, cross 
country, swimming and chess for boys and girls, as well as rugby, cricket and netball. 
We boast a signifi cant number of learners, past and present, who have provincial and 
national colours in their respective sporting disciplines.

Greenside High has a very strong cultural tradition, and cultural activities are valued. 
Dance is a fl ourishing activity and many of our learners excel in the Eisteddfods. We 
participate in debating and public speaking, dance festivals and in the major inter-school 
plays festivals: GRADS, EADS, and FEDA. We have a highly successful internal Plays 
Festival, in some years as many as twelve entries strong. Learners are encouraged to 
write their own scripts. Cultural activities at Greenside High are driven by Ms Hicks who 
was appointed cultural director in 2010.  Ms Hicks has a formidable reputation, and 
culture thrives in her care.
 
Greenside High has a lot on off er and we regularly add to our activities. One such 
example is Robotics. In 2016, three of our Grade 8 learners were selected to participate 
in an international competition, in India. They were selected to represent South Africa 
and did so with fl air, placing 9th in the world! In 2017, two of our teams were selected 
to represent our country in the WRO in Costa Rica. Team ‘TBC’ and team ‘Masterminds’ 
placed 16th and 12th out of over 80 other teams in each respective category.

In 2019 our robotics teams excelled once again with one of our junior teams being 
awarded Gold (1st prize) at National level.

We encourage learners to participate in one activity per term. We do not have a culture of 
forced participation because we believe it is counter-productive. The learners, however, 
are certainly spoilt for choice as there are so many opportunities for involvement.

RECOGNITION

Recognition is very important for us: a learner may not be the greatest sportsman or a 
particularly talented performer, but can still achieve the highest recognition (full school 
colours) simply by being committed and involved. Service to the school is accorded 
recognition through the school’s conduct and merit system. Greenside High is known 
as a school where individuals do not disappear into the brickwork. For example, if a 
learner’s passion is website design, that learner can work on the school’s website, 
accumulate merit points and eventually be honoured with full colours for Service. The 
activity may not necessarily be high-profi le, but the learner’s contribution is nonetheless 
valued. Learners who work in that often thankless fi eld of backstage service (lighting, 
sound, stage management, etc.) can similarly earn recognition for Service.

SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTIONS: ACADEMIC AND PASTORAL

Although we expect our teachers to be personally accountable for every learner in their 
care, we do rely on management structures to ensure that problems experienced by 
learners or parents are resolved timeously and pro-actively. 

One of the most important portfolios in the school is that of Grade Head. Every grade 
is headed by two Grade Heads. Grade Heads inevitably handle a lot of administrative 
matters, but their primary focus is pastoral care. A Grade Head works very closely with 
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learners, parents and teachers so that problems are identifi ed sooner rather than later. 

The Grade Heads also work closely with the school’s psychologists, consulting with 
them on a weekly basis to get feedback and advice.  In the words of one of our Grade 
Heads, “It is the responsibility of every Grade Head to make sure that the learner is both 
academically and extra-murally happy. It means that at times we take on a mothering 
role of nurture and support, and at other times we need to be fi rm, reminding learners 
of boundaries and putting punitive measures in place. We are the conduit between the 
learner and the learning environment.”

The role of the Grade 8 Heads is particularly signifi cant because they take accountability 
for helping the Grade 8s manage the transition from primary to high school. Greenside 
High does not allow initiation. The school has never had a culture of initiating learners. 
As leader of the institution, I abhor any kind of bullying or intimidation, and cannot see 
the point of engaging in humiliating practices.

Our Grade 8s have an orientation week, which is all about getting them used to the 
school and making them feel comfortable. The week ends with a candlelight ceremony 
in which the Grade 8s are ceremoniously welcomed into the Greenside High family. We 
do like to think of Greenside HIgh as an extension of the learners’ families: as much as 
we may squabble and have our ups and downs, ultimately we care for one another and 
take responsibility for one another.

DISCIPLINE

Although Greenside High is a nurturing environment, we take discipline very seriously 
and we are constantly vigilant. The key to overall eff ective school discipline is to exercise 
very tight control, ensuring that policies and procedures are implemented consistently 
and expeditiously. There is a certain amount of policing and regimentation, but the ideal 
is to instil in our learners self-discipline, self-respect and respect for others. One way to 
lose control over a school is to adopt the stance of least resistance, turning a blind eye, 
instead of pre-empting problems. We are not guilty of this. We conduct random testing 
for drugs and we call in experts from initiatives like Rapewise, Lifeline and CANSA to 
address our learners. These intervention strategies and raising of awareness happen 
regularly.  We enjoy a good partnership with our local police precinct and our campus 
is protected by CAPATHOME. We have four of our own security personnel and access to 
the campus is strictly controlled to ensure the safety of our learners and staff .

There is not much confl ict at Greenside High School. The vast majority of our learners 
are co-operative, and ours is a happy campus with a defi nite “vibe”!

CO-EDUCATION

Greenside High is a co-educational school. Advocates of monastic schooling sometimes 
make vigorous claims about the academic advantages of such schools, citing statistical 
data in support of their convictions.

In our experience, there is much to recommend in co-education - particularly when it 
comes to the social and personal development of our girls and boys.  A co-educational 
environment can also be very successful in challenging sexist attitudes.

The Greek philosopher, Plato, said that co-education creates a feeling of comradeship.  
He advocated teaching of the male and female sexes in the same institution without 
showing any discrimination in imparting information.

CHOOSING A SCHOOL

Choosing a school is a diffi  cult decision. Be guided by the interest and personality of 
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your child; trust your own instincts; do not be side-tracked by hype, talk and hearsay: 
it is sad that, with the increasing competition for quality learners, schools are not 
always professional in their comments about rival schools. All schools have their 
strengths and weaknesses. There is, however, one “fundamental” perfectly summed up 
by the eloquent and perceptive Professor Jansen, who always gets to the heart of the 
educational debate: “Quality learning depends more than anything else on a present 
and competent teacher.” Greenside High’s undoubted strength is the competence of its 
staff , who function in a well-resourced environment where management and Governing 
Body strive not just to maintain standards but to improve - continuously.

Yours sincerely

MS N WHYTE

Welcome to Greenside High School Open Day.  We hope you will be impressed by 
our wonderful school, and that your child will want to come here!  As a parent and a 
member of the SGB, I would like to encourage you to choose our school for your child, 
because my own children have loved it here, and thrived in this happy environment.

When my family was trying to choose a school for our older child, I found the whole 
experience very stressful and confusing.  If you live in a town with only one school, 
I guess the decision is straightforward.  But in Johannesburg, with so many great 
schools, the choice becomes diffi  cult.  Everyone seems to have a diff erent opinion; one 
person will tell you their school is the best ever, while another says the same school 
is a disaster.  Those with the resources to aff ord a private school imply that, if you 
really love your child, you will break the bank to pay for the most expensive school, 
while others have opinions on single-gender education or the need for boarding school.  
Schools show off  their top achievers, as though every child coming through the front 
gate will also get 8 distinctions in Grade 12, without mentioning what happens to the 
ones who were near failing when they joined.  At school open days, youngsters are 
lured by exotic extramurals and expensive sport facilities, but how much time will they 
really spend using those?  How do you choose?

English Home LanguageLETTER FROM THE SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY
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After much thought on the subject, I have concluded that the two key ingredients for 
a successful high school experience, where you’re child comes out confi dent, resource-
ful and with the marks they need for the next stage of their education, are excellent 
teachers, and a happy environment.  That’s it – excellent teachers and happy chil-
dren – everything else is really just gold-plating.  So, the parents’ job is to identify the 
schools with excellent teachers – and there are lots in Jo’burg - and take their children 
to those open days.  The child’s job is to go to the open days, and choose the one where 
they will be happy and thrive – looking at the “vibe” of the school, the attitude of the 
learners, and extras like sports and extramurals.  Most children know instinctively if 
they are comfortable with the “feeling” of a school, especially if the open day is led by 
the current learners, so try to encourage your child to experience as much as they can 
during open day.  

When choosing a high school, try to help your child not to be too seduced by just one 
thing, like facilities for one particular sport – children’s interests change, and they 
might lose interest in that sport, or instead take up another activity - maybe something 
they have never tried before.  Sadly, many children lose interest in sport during high 
school, but please point out to them that, although it is not compulsory at Greenside 
High, it is expected that everyone must do some sort of extramural.  Many Greenside 
High learners love the wide range of sports off ered, including soccer, cricket, and rugby 
for both boys and girls.  Other children thrive in Greenside High’s drama world, with 
competitions and festivals, or join one of our great dance troupes, debating or public 
speaking.  There really is something for everyone here!

With regard to subject choice, this is something I personally knew nothing about when 
choosing a school, and I thank my lucky stars that my child chose a school that off ers 
the subjects he and his brother, later, realized they wanted to do – we could easily have 
been enrolled at a school off ering the wrong subjects, and would only have realized too 
late, or faced the horrible prospect of changing school in Grade 10.    If your child will 
want to do History, Geography, Physical Science and/or Life Science (Biology), then 
almost any school is fi ne for you, but if they want Accounting, Information Technolo-
gy (IT), Engineering Graphics and Design (EGD), Computer Applications Technology 
(CAT), isiZulu, Dramatic Art, Visual Art, Business Studies, Consumer Studies, AP Maths 
or AP English, then check that the school you are looking at off ers these  -  and lots of 
very good schools don’t off er all those subjects  Many schools off er set subject com-
binations, which may or may not suit you, so check that prospective schools have the 
combinations you may want.  

Many learners want to go to the same high school as their Grade 7 friends – which is 
understandable, but should not be a main consideration.  Children change so much 
over these years, and make new friends in high school anyway.  Reassure you child 
that they will have friends wherever they go, and that they should not be concerned if 
the children at high school are not the same as they are – meeting new and diff erent 
people, and making friends from diff erent groups is part of the fun.  And don’t worry – 
there is no initiation, or any kind of ugly tradition at Greenside High -  Greenside High 
has a culture of openness and respect for all learners, and creepy behaviour is just not 
tolerated. You might notice that, at Greenside High, learners are allowed a degree of 
freedom with haircuts etc – and rest assured that the time previously spent fussing and 
grumbling about whether hair is touching the blazer collar or in the wrong style is now 
devoted instead to teaching – a better outcome for everyone, ensuring happier teach-
ers and learners.

In addition, please do think about travelling time  -  it’s easy to say now that your family 
is prepared to make the sacrifi ce of travelling long hours every day to and from school, 
but, as the years wear on, you may regret this decision. It is unhealthy for a child to
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spend hours every day travelling, and dangerous.  In addition, children who live far 
from school, and use fi xed-time transport often miss extramurals and evening func-
tions, and their parents don’t attend important teacher meetings and information 
evenings, and this impacts on their progress.  Your child will need to be at school ear-
ly sometimes, late sometimes, and over weekends, and you, too will be expected to 
attend evening functions from time to time.  Often, families feel that a distant school 
is their only option, but please always consider your closest schools fi rst, where that 
is sensible.  

Please also commit to the fact that Greenside High is a fee-paying school, and relies 
on parents all paying their fees on time.  Please be ready to pay your fees on time.  
This year, fees are R39 950 per child, and the 2021 fees will be decided in about Oc-
tober 2020.  

Whatever school you choose, and I hope it will be Greenside High, you will need to 
apply on time, and with all the necessary documentation.  Our admission process is 
through the GDE on-line system, followed immediately by submission of all the doc-
umentation to the school.  Please keep an eye on the news for the exact date, and 
give us your email address so we can update you.  On the appointed day, log on and 
register your child as soon as possible. You must still do this if they are a sibling of 
a current learner, as the system may not automatically give preff erence to siblings.  
Please also make sure you have your child’s unabridged birth certifi cate (the one that 
has the parents’ name and ID numbers) – if you don’t have this, apply asap, and do 
it for all your children at once.  If applicable, get your residency, guardianship, study 
permits etc sorted out now; whatever school you go to is going to need these.  

Please look around you at Open Day, and see the Greenside High learners working to-
day, helping everywhere they can, and feel amazed, as I do, that attendance today is 
totally voluntary – not at all compulsory. Every child who is here is here because they 
love their school. I love that!

Kind regards,

MS L RENNIE
SGB CHAIR
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GREENSIDE HIGH IN THE NEWS
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Dear Prospective Parents, Guardians and Learners

Thank you for visiting our school.  We hope that you like what you see and that you will 
in due course apply to Greenside High School.

The management of admissions to public schools is governed by legislation which 
schools are compelled to follow.  Please be advised of the following:

The Gauteng Department of Education has not, as yet, released the prescribed dates 
for the 2021 admission process.

However, we anticipate that admissions will open in or around April, 2020. For further 
clarifi cation, please keep checking our website. 

In terms of the application and admission process, you are advised to get the following 
documentation in order as soon as possible:

1. ID size photograph of the learner.
2. Certifi ed photocopy of UNABRIDGED Birth Certifi cate of the learner.
3.  Certifi ed photocopy of the learner’s previous two years’ academic reports
 (fi nal report for 2019 and most recent report for 2020).
4. Certifi ed photocopy of Immunisation Card. (Not compulsory)
5. Certifi ed photocopy of both parents’/legal guardians’ ID documents.
6. Certifi ed photocopy of parents’ or legal guardians’ death certifi cates, if 
 deceased.
7. Current proof of employment for both parents/legal guardians.
8. If unemployed, please provide an affi  davit to this eff ect.
9. The current Proof of Residence (original utility bill with the physical              
 address).
10. If the parents are not South African citizens, there must be an original   
 work permit for                                                                                  
         each parent, and a valid study permit for the learner.
11. If the learner is adopted or fostered, a certifi ed photocopy of the court  
 order 
         must be provided.  

Please note that  a legal guardian as referred to above is one that has been appointed 
by a court of law and a copy of the court order must be attached to your application. 
The list above is the primary documentation required. However, there will be further 
documentation requested in the course of the admission process.

We wish you and your child all the best for 2020.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

AS IT IS CRITICAL THAT WE ARE ABLE TO  COMMUNICATE 
WITH YOU ABOUT THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS, PLEASE 

ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE PARENT AND LEARNER 
INFORMATION SHEET, AND THAT YOU HAND THIS IN TO THE 

ADMINISTRATION TEAM BEFORE YOU LEAVE TODAY.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE INFORMATION SHEET IS NOT AN APPLICATION FORM
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English Home LanguageGREENSIDE HIGH SCHOOL IN ACTION
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Ms Whyte received ten minutes’ applause from the students when 
her appointment was announced, and the School Governing 
Body bears witness to her leadership qualities.

Ms Whyte’s vision for Greenside states that: “High standards 
are set for staff  and students, where learning extends beyond 
the curriculum. I believe in a culture where students are led 
to understand that rights go hand in hand with responsibilities. 
I value the diversity at Greenside High School. We have the 
opportunity to nurture the values of our country’s constitution 
and allow every student to grow in a supportive environment. I 
believe it is a constitutional right for every student to be given 
an opportunity to learn. Hence, any disruption of classes, for 
example, will be treated with zero tolerance.”

Ms Whyte demands a high level of self-discipline from students. 
Students know exactly where they stand, as do the teachers, 
Governing Body and parents. 

When teaching English, Ms Whyte achieved a full house of Matric 
distinctions for four years. She began at Greenside in 1984.

Given that Greenside High is a fee-paying Section 21 School, 
and what that entails, we are privileged to have the expertise of 
a Financial and Business Manager as highly qualifi ed in the fi elds 
of Accounting and Auditing as Ms Naicker. 

The School Governing Body, Principal and Financial Manager 
are responsible and accountable for managing a budget of 
approximately R30 million per annum. 

This is no small undertaking and, in the hands of a layman, 
fi nances could go easily awry. Not only does the school benefi t 
from Ms Naicker’s Bachelor of Accounting Science Honours 
qualifi cation from Wits and UNISA, and her experience, but 
she is also passionately committed to Greenside High and her 
portfolio. She joined us in 2004.

Ms N Whyte                                
                                                          

                                
                                                     

English Home Language

English Home Language

PRINCIPAL

BUSINESS MANAGER

Ms N Whyte

Ms A Naicker
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English Home Lane
Ms Hicks obtained a BA in Drama, English and Afrikaans; an 
Honours Degree in Speech and Drama [with distinction] and 
an HDE from what is now the University of the North West. 
She is the Provincial Moderator for Dramatic Arts. She is also 
a Provincial Practical Examiner for Dramatic Arts and a Senior 
NSC Marker for Dramatic Arts Theory. Ms Hicks is the Umalusi 
External Moderator for Dramatic Arts, a Senior Adjudicator and 
National Awards Adjudicator for the National Eisteddfod Academy 
as well as a member of the Naledi Theatre Awards judging 
panel. Ms Hicks is the Head of the Dramatic Arts department, 
Cultural Director of GHS and the Grade 8 Grade Head for 2020.

Ms Hicks fi rmly believes that the classroom teaching-learning 
environment is strengthened by extracurricular activities. In the 
realm of aesthetic development, character enrichment, and spiritual 
and physical growth, extracurricular activities are particularly 
relevant. Features like extempore expression, speech fl uency, co-
ordination and communication and adjustments are empowered 
by co-curricular activities. Diff erent extracurricular activities 
have their own signifi cance, i.e. debate helps to generate ideas 
and the skills of giving reasons and counter-reasons. Extra-mural 
activities enable us to groom the learners for future leadership.

Greenside High off ers a wonderful variety of cultural activities 
to encourage growth in various fi elds such as Eisteddfod 
performances, theatre productions, photography, plays festivals, 
physical theatre, hip hop dance crews, traditional dance, 
debating and public speaking, stage combat, kwaito and choir.

                                
                                                     

HEAD OF CULTURE

Ms A Hicks

English Home LanguageHEAD OF SPORT

Ms Bongi Nhleko is currently the Director of Sport. She studied 
Sports Management at ETA College in Randburg, has a Level 1 
coaching qualifi cation in Netball and is currently doing her Level 
2 coaching qualifi cation in Rugby. She is a provincial player for 
the Golden Lions’ Rugby Union, coaches the provincial U15 ladies 
and manages the U18 ladies. She is also a provincial Touch Rugby 
player and coaches the U19 Ladies Touch provincial team.

This Nelson Mandela quote will forever live with her because of 
what sport has done in her life: “Sport has the power to change 
the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite 
people in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a 
language they understand. Sport can create hope where once 
there was only despair. It is more powerful than government in 
breaking down racial barriers.”

Ms Nhleko’s vision for sport at Greenside High is to develop 
learners’ skills so that they can perform to the best of their 
abilities. She wants to use sport as a tool to empower and 
educate the learners and to create opportunities for them in all 
the sporting codes provided at Greenside High School. 

She hopes to give the best she can to developing young legends 
and empowering them on and off  the fi eld. 

Ms B Nhleko
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English Home LanguageEnglish Home LanguageENGLISH HOME LANGUAGE

Ms L Ismail,  Ms C Sandler, Ms M Klco,  Ms A Spencer, Ms A Bertsatos, Ms C Stuurman,  
Ms J Unterslak 
Ms T Veriava, Ms S Shoolman, Mr W Wareham, Ms G Barry 

Back row

Front row 

:

:

Ms Stuurman joined Greenside High School at the beginning of this year. She studied 
at the University of Johannesburg and is currently doing her second year of Honours in 
Education Leadership and Management.  She loves to run, read and play PlayStation.
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Ms Bertsatos obtained her BA degree in English and Psychology with distinction 
from the University of the Witwatersrand in 2014. She completed her Postgraduate 
Certifi cate in Education (PGCE), majoring in English language and literature in 2016, 
and was selected as the top candidate in the PGCE by the National Association of 
Professional Teachers’ Organisation of South Africa (NAPTOSA). In 2017, she obtained 
her TEFL from UCT. Ms Bertsatos continues to contribute to the excellent academic 
standards of the school as well as adding to the educational experience of her learners.
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Ms Shoolman joined Greenside High as Joint Head of the English Department in July 
2019. She is delighted to have taken the leap from the private to the public school 
environment, a transition which she is fi nding inspiring and rewarding. Ms Shoolman 
has a BA in English and Comparative Literature and a Higher Education Diploma, both 
from Wits, and an MA in English Literature and Creative Writing from Mills College in the 
United States. In addition to being an experienced English and Advanced Programme 
English teacher, she has worked as a museum curator, publishing manager, writer 
and editor. Every aspect of her work has been shaped by a passion for the magic of 
language, literature and communication. Her vision is that no learner at Greenside 
High School should achieve less than 50 percent in English, many more should achieve 
distinctions, and each individual should be empowered to develop a strong, unique voice.
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Mr Wareham received his Bachelor of Arts degree from UKZN, Durban, in 2014, having 
majored in Political Science as well as Media and Cultural Studies. During that time, 
he completed two years of English Studies. Having worked in print media, advertising, 
public relations, remedial teaching, and hospitality, he was led to acquiring his PGCE 
through UNISA in 2015. This marked the beginning of his teaching career, when 
he became part of the Greenside High staff  in 2016. He has a passion for English and 
the Humanities, and strives to share his knowledge with his learners every day.
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Ms Sandler joined Greenside High School this year as an English educator. She 
obtained a BA degree in English and Psychology as well as a PGCE at Wits University.  
She is excited to inspire a passion for writing in each and every one of her learners.

Ms Spencer has studied English, History, Librarianship and Business Studies. 
She worked as a librarian and webmaster for the eThekwini Municipality 
and then independently as a web designer and freelance librarian.
Her wish for Greenside is that it continues to thrive as a vibrant, multi-cultural centre of learning.

Greenside is privileged to have, as the head of English, Ms Unterslak, with her exhaustive 
experience of, and tireless enthusiasm for, teaching. She has taught for over forty years, in 
public and in private schools, at primary school and at high school levels, and she has lectured 
at Wits University. She has an Honours degree in English as well as a Higher Education 
Diploma, both from Wits. She was an examiner for Gauteng in 2007 and on the National 
Examining Panel in 2010.  She has marked matric papers for many years, and fulfi lled the 
various roles of Senior Marker, Deputy Chief Marker, Chief Marker, and Internal Moderator 
over the last ten years. Since 1990, she has also devised, written and presented television 
programmes for The Learning Channel, Eish, Matrics Uploaded, Mindset, Study M8 and Geleza 
Nathi.  Some of these programmes have been aired live on the SABC and others have been 
recorded for further distribution.  She has even answered learners’ questions on Facebook!
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Ms Klčo teaches both junior and senior classes, including Grade 12s. She has a 
BA in Child Psychology, an Honours degree in Philosophy, and a PGCE, all from 
the University of Johannesburg. She began teaching at an agricultural school in 
the North West Province before she came to Greenside High and has ten years’ 
teaching experience. She fi rmly believes that the role of the teacher extends far 
beyond the classroom, and takes an active interest in her learners’ holistic well-being.

Ms Ismail completed her Bachelor of Arts degree at Wits University with a double 
major in English and Psychology. In 2015 she went on to complete her TESOL at the 
Wits Language School, and later that year relocated to South Korea where she taught 
English as a Foreign Language for two years. Since arriving back in South Africa in 
late 2017, Ms Ismail has worked at a foreign language school where she has taught 
adults, while simultaneously completing  her PGCE at the Wits School of Education. 
She has a passion for education and is excited to join the Greenside Team in 2020!
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completing a BA in Media Studies, Psychology and English, and an Honours degree in Publishing 
Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand, she pursued a career in publishing. Her work with 
former English teachers helped her realise her passion was in teaching and so she returned to the 
University of the Witwatersrand to do her PGCE in 2017. She remains excited to be  at Greenside High.

Ms Barry, who has been teaching English for almost a decade, joined the Greenside High staff  
at the beginning of 2019. She has a PGCE, an Honours degree in Educational Psychology, and 
a Masters in Curriculum and Assessment. She plans to complete a PhD. She is trying hard to 
be a runner but, like any sensible person, she prefers to curl up on the couch with a good book.
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Mr Bouwer has been teaching for 32 years, 29 of which have been at Greenside. 
He has a BA degree from RAU, a Higher Education Diploma from the University of Pre-
toria, an Advanced Diploma in IT, and a Qualifi ed Assessor qualifi cation from NWU. 
Mr Bouwer is one of our Deputy Principals, and the co-ordinator of the Afrikaans Department. 
He has many years of Matric marking experience.
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Ms Poole is what we call a “late-bloomer” teacher. After completing her Masters in Development 
Studies (UJ), she entered the world of ICT. In 2012, Mrs Poole went back to university and 
qualifi ed as an Afrikaans and Life Orientation teacher in 2013. She is passionate about re-igniting 
the love of learning with learners, especially in the fi elds of digital literacy and educational 
technology. Ms Poole is currently in her second year of her Masters in ICT Education (UJ).

English Home LanguageAFRIKAANS FIRST ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
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Mr J Yselle, Ms I Poole,  Ms M van Niekerk, Ms K Kamper,  Ms J Smith, Ms A Brink  
Ms M Brummer, Mr C Bouwer, Ms S Harris

Back row
Front row
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Ms Brummer has a Higher Education Diploma from Wits University and an Education
Management Diploma from RAU. She has been a teacher for 37 years, 26 of these years
at management level. She returned to the Greenside High fold in 2013, after nine years’ 
teaching at a private institution. Ms Brummer became Deputy Principal in 2014. Ms Brummer 
believes that she is, in fact, a gardener in the disguise of a teacher and has taken it upon 
herself to further transform Greenside High School’s gardens into places of colour and beauty.
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Mr Yselle joined Greenside High in January 2019 in his 11the year of teaching. He 
currently teaches Afrikaans (Grades 8 and 9) as well as Business Studies (Grade 
10). He believes in the development of the future participants in the world economy 
by enthusiastically instilling passion for entrepreneurship within the youth of today. 
Mr Yselle holds a BCOM degree in Marketing and Strategic management 
as well as a PGCE, both obtained through the University of South Africa.
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Ms Kamper has a BA, with Honours in French, from RAU. She taught French for 20 years,
many of which were at Greenside High, and has been teaching Afrikaans at the school for 
over ten years now. Ms Kamper brings a wonderful sense of humour and a meticulousness 
to all that she does.
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Ms Harris taught at Greenside High, before deciding  to further her studies at Rhodes University. 
She returned to us after teaching in Kwa-Zulu Natal. Ms Harris is a well - qualifi ed educator and 
is very enthusiastic about teaching at to Greenside High. She has been teaching for 9 years.

Ms Brink joined Greenside High in 2018. She has studied BCom Marketing Management and 
BA Visual Arts. She teaches both Afrikaans and Creative Arts to Grade 8, Grade 9 and Grade 
10. Ms Brink is one of the House Masters for Steve Biko House and is very involved in the 
extra-mural programmes, including photography. She forms part of the school’s Marketing 
team and actively focuses on Greenside High’s designing needs. She is an extrovert and 
loves working with learners whether it be in academics, sport or culture.
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Ms Khanyi is a self-directed, result-orientated isiZulu educator with a passionate 
commitment to the learners’ self-development. She creates a multi-cultural awareness 
while teaching the fundamentals of the isiZulu language. Ms Khanyi holds a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Education and a BA Honours Degree in African Languages, all from the 
University of Johannesburg. She has eight years’ teaching experience. She displays 
excellent understanding of and expertise in the teaching of isiZulu and is currently doing 
her MA Degree in African languages. She is highly competent and diligent in her subject.
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Ms Sibande is the isiZulu Subject Head, holding a BA degree and a postgraduate 
HDE. Ms Sibande has 24 years of teaching experience, and is able to claim a 100% 
pass rate for all learners who take her subject as well as a 50% distinction rate. She 
has been a Senior Marker for isiZulu Home Language, and a marker for First Additional 
Language for the past 10  years, and Ms Sibande is also the District Orals’ Moderator 
for FAL in District 10. She was also appointed Chief Marker in 2018, 2019 and 2020.
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 Ms M Khanyi,  Ms M Sibande,  Ms T Maseko 
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Ms Maseko is an enthusiastic educator who is passionate about young people. Through 
teaching and interacting with students, she inspires her learners to think creatively. She 
is patient and tries to help learners to see their potential, be it on the sports fi eld, on 
the stage or in the classroom. After her Matric year at Greenside High School, she was 
inspired to study Education at Wits. On her fi rst teaching prac, she was off ered a job at 
St John’s College where she taught and coached for four years, while studying part-time. 
She comes back to Greenside on the other side of the table, excited to impact young lives.
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Ms Holmboe has a BA from the University of Stellenbosch. She has 20 years’ teaching 
experience for all grades at high school level, specialising in Grade 12. Ms Holmboe has her 
own business called Funtastic Maths, off ering extra lessons for high school learners from IEB 
and government schools. She is in her 13th year of teaching at Greenside High and is in the 
process of writing a unique Mathematics study guide.
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Ms Jeebodh completed her National Professional Diploma in Education at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal. She has 21 years of teaching experience. Ms Jeebodh is the Subject Head 
of Mathematical Literacy at Greenside High. She is an External Moderator and has worked 
as a Marker for the NSC and was appointed as a Senior Marker in 2017,2018 and 2019. Ms 
Jeebodh has been selected as a district moderator. She has also had lesson plans published 
for use in schools.

English Home LanguageMATHEMATICS

Mr L Naicker, Mr A Musasa, Mr M Lusembo, Ms E Uys, Ms V Helfer, 
Mr T Matusadila, Ms R Jeebodh, Mr N Liebenberg
Ms T Sebe, Mr R Farina,  Ms N Holmboe
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Ms Helfer has a BA in Mathematics and isiZulu with Honours and a Higher Diploma in 
Education (HDE) from Wits University. She is the Head of Mathematics at Greenside High. 
She has over 30 years’ experience teaching Mathematics, having spent equal amounts of 
time in private and public schools. She has many years of experience in marking Matric 
examinations and is currently a Deputy Chief Marker for the NSC Mathematics Paper 2. 

Back row

Front row
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Ms Uys completed a BSc in Mathematics and Ecology in 2008. Continuing the academic 
route, she then completed an Honours degree in Botany and Biogeography, and commenced 
her Masters in Science in Phylogeography and Systematics. Ms Uys then changed career 
paths, going into TB and HIV research. Corporate research did not, however, touch on her 
love for the learning sphere, and so Ms Uys decided to pursue teaching, so as to pass 
on her love of learning. Ms Uys joined Greenside High in 2015 and has not looked back.
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Mr Musasa qualifi ed with a BEd in Mathematics and Computer Science from the University of 
José Varona in Cuba and has completed his BSc Honours (Maths Education) at Wits University 
where he is now also completing his Masters in Education. He has 20 years of teaching 
experience at secondary school level, having taught in Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa. 
Mr Musasa also speaks four languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese and Shona. Once the 
teaching day is done, Mr Musasa can still be found giving extra lessons, coaching chess or soccer.
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Ms Sebe completed her BEd at Wits School of Education in 2010. She has 9 years’ 
teaching experience at high school level. She is currently pursuing a BSc degree in Applied 
Mathematics and Statistics on a part-time basis with UNISA. Beyond teaching Mathematics 
content, her aim is to transfer a love of the subject to her learners. She believes that it’s 
the love of what one does that makes one thrive, despite the challenges one might face.
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Mr Liebenberg has a BEd from the University of the North West, with an award certifi cate in 
Mathematics, and has completed BSc Honours in Maths Education at Wits with distinction. 
He has 22 years of teaching experience in high schools. He also has four years’ experience 
in corporate training. Mr Liebenberg is a qualifi ed assessor and moderator. He has many 
years’ marking experience as a Senior Marker for the NSC examinations. He is a Grade 
8 Grade Head for 2020 and has also been appointed as the head of Chess and Soccer.
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Mr Lusembo has a BSc Honours in Mathematics from the University of Kinshasa, Democratic 
Republic of Congo, and a PgDip in Mathematical Statistics from Wits University. He completed 
the coursework part of his Masters in Financial Economics at the University of Johannesburg. 
Mr Lusembo has 24 years’ experience teaching Mathematics, Probability and Statistics, in both 
high schools and universities, in the DRC and South Africa. He is also a private consultant in data 
analysis for both static and dynamic data. He has a good command of both English and French.

Mr Matusadila received a BSc in Mathematics and Computer Science from Université 
pédagogique nationale,  Kinshasa, Congo. He also holds a Postgraduate Certifi cate 
in Education, in Mathematics, which he completed in 2012 at UNISA. He has 12 years’ 
teaching experience in Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy at high school level.
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Ms Erasmus is the Subject Head of the Physical Science department and teaches Physical 
Science to Grades 11 and 12. She has an undergraduate Bachelor of Science degree majoring 
in Zoology and Environmental and Geographical Science. In addition she has a BSc (Honours) 
degree in Marine Biology and a Master of Sciences degree in Zoology and Microbiology. All 
degrees were attained at the University of Cape Town. Straight from university, she did 
research for a number of companies in the fi eld of Marine Biology and then went on to 
lecture and co-ordinate fi rst year Zoology at the University of Cape Town for three years. 
Thereafter, she entered the teaching profession and has been teaching (a variety of subjects) 
for 23 years in high schools. She joined Greenside High at the beginning of 2013. She has 
written many textbooks for South African schools. These include: Life Sciences Grade 10-
12 for Kagiso, Natural Science Grades 7 and 9 for Platinum, as well as X-Kit Physics and 
Chemistry Grade 11. She has also developed material for X-Kit Mobi in Natural Science 
and Life Science. In addition she has developed interactive computer games to teach 
Natural Science content, and digital lesson presentation for Natural Science for Pearson.
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G Ms Janse van Rensburg joined Greenside High School this year as a Biology educator. 
She obtained a BSc degree, BSc Honours as well as a PGCE at Wits University.  Her 
wish as an educator is to inspire learners to be passionate about Biology, just 
as she is, and to encourage thoughtfulness in every facet of their being. She is 
excited to inspire a passion for Biology in each and every one of her learners.

Mr E Masanzu,  Ms E Protopappas  
Mr S Sarubdeo, Ms J Erasmus, Ms I Janse van Rensburg, Ms C O’Reilly
Ms B Mellet
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Front row
Absent:      
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:              
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Ms O’Reilly qualifi ed with a BSc in Zoology and Botany as well as a PGCE from the University of 
the Free State. She has been teaching Life Sciences and Natural Sciences at Greenside High for 
13 years.  She has experience as a Senior Marker of NSC fi nal papers and is a district teacher 
moderator as well as a Provincial examinar. She is a dedicated and hard-working teacher, 
with a love of Life Sciences, and she instils the same zeal for the subject in her learners. Ms 
O’Reilly is also House Mistress for Miriam Makeba House and is the Grade 12 Grade Head.
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Ms Protopappas qualifi ed with an MSc in Applied Science in Metallurgy and Materials Science 
from UCT and obtained a PGCE from Wits University. She worked as a scientist in the industrial 
sector for local and international companies prior to moving into the teaching  profession. 
She has been teaching Natural Sciences and Life Orientation at Greenside High since 2010. 
She is driven to motivate and inspire young scientists with the same love of the subject that 
she possesses.
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Mr Sarubdeo is head of the Life Science and Natural Science department at Greenside High. 
He has a Bachelor of Arts and a Higher Diploma in Education, both from the University 
of Durban-Westville, a Further Diploma in Education from RAU, and a BEd Honours from 
UNISA. With over 30 years of experience, he is a leader in his fi eld. He has been through 
the various ranks from Marker, Senior Marker, Senior Marker Administrator and Deputy 
Chief for the National Senior Certifi cate examinations. He is the examiner for the Gauteng 
Education Department and a provincial moderator for the NSC. He is also appointed as 
Internal Moderator for the NSC. He is a highly motivational educator, and he inspires 
enthusiasm in Greenside’s learners through both his lessons, and his extraordinary laboratory.
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Mr Masanzu is a committed and professional teacher who has extensive experience 
in the fi eld. He teaches Physical and Natural Sciences and has won several awards 
for excellence. He has done in-service teacher training on behalf of Sci-Bono for 
eight years and was a Lead Teacher during the introduction of the CAPS curriculum.

As Ms Mellet has a great passion for nature, she started her academic career with a BSc 
specialising in Zoology, during which time she studied for a BCom though UNISA.  On 
graduating, she worked in Finance and Administration, while completing a BSc Honours 
degree in Environmental Management.  She was then fortunate enough to complete an 
MSc in Zoology at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University and also had the opportunity 
to collaborate with a group of international scientists on reports for the IOTC and 
ICCAT on the link between the tuna fi sheries and sea turtle populations.  The next step 
was to get a PGCE at UNISA.  The main aim of her time spent in the classroom is to 
cultivate a love for anything scientifi c and to focus on developing critical thinking skills.
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Mr Strauss has been at Greenside High School since 2015. He is the Deputy Principal 
that specialises in Grade 8 and new staff  development and orientation. Mr Strauss is also 
the Senior Leader and RCL co-ordinator with commendable skills in policy development, 
operations management, event coordination and leadership. He is passionate about 
enriching and nurturing young leaders. His passion for education has him going out of his 
way to accommodate the diverse needs of learners. Leadership is his forte as he aims to 
aid learners to go out into the world, being able to make wise decisions, be independent 
and be ambassadors of our country and ultimately the world. Mr Strauss’s charisma lights 
up the school environment as he also heads the School Spirit portfolio.  He also thrives on 
developing learners in and outside of the classroom and, through his interaction with children, 
Mr Strauss, enjoys teaching learners about life skills and imparting values by making use of 
Greenside High School’s 10 pillars. Mr Strauss is also an executive board member of an 
international NGO, Goals for Girls, which uses soccer to develop leadership skills in young 
women to teach them how to be agents of change, in their own lives and in their communities.

Ms Schoeman has been a stalwart at Greenside High since 1999.  She has served as librarian 
for many years, and her contribution in the Creative Arts and Life Orientation Departments 
is invaluable.  Ms Schoeman obtained her BEd degree from the University of South Africa, 
majoring in Visual Arts and Creative Arts, which qualifi es her as a specialist teacher; she is 
much loved by the learners she teaches. Ms Schoeman is the Grade 10 Grade Head Assistant.
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Ms Y Schoeman,  Ms A Hicks,  Ms S van Zyl, Ms A Brink
Mr C Strauss
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Ms van Zyl has made the Arts her life-long passion, confi rmed by her excellent 
qualifi cations. Ms van Zyl is a Visual Arts District Moderator and an external NSC Grade 
12 Visual Arts Marker. Ms van Zyl is Department Head of Visual Arts and Creative Arts. 
She has a National Diploma in Art and Design from WITS Technical College, a BTech 
Education Degree from Technikon SA and a Masters of Arts from Wits University. Her vast 
experience in the fi eld of the Arts and her dedication to inspire her learners to always 
achieve their best have developed creative individuals and reaped excellent results. 
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Mr Masombuka joined Greenside High School in 2019 as an Educator, Assistant Director of 
Sports, Choir coordinator and has recently been appointed as the Grade 10 Head. He obtained 
a Bachelor of Art degree, majoring in Psychology and Anthropology, at the University of 
Johannesburg, in 2014. He completed his PGCE at the same institution in 2016, and he is 
currently studying towards a Bachelor of Education Honours degree at the University of Pretoria. 
After a couple of years in the fashion retail industry, in a management role, Mr Masombuka 
pursued his childhood dream of becoming an educator. He is a passionate educator who revels in 
sharing ideas, communicating concepts and having inspiring conversations with his learners.
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English Home LanguageBUSINESS STUDIES

Mr Diez is new to Greenside High, starting his career in the school in 2020. Mr Diez has 
a Bachelor of Commerce degree in Financial Management. This will be his 13th year in 
teaching and he will certainly not be walking under any ladders during it. His core values are 
integrity and commitment. Mr Diez will be co-ordinating the eff orts of the Business Studies 
team and is extremely confi dent in the high calibre of educators in the team.

Mr C Strauss, Mr S Masombuko, Mr M Diez and Mr J Yselle
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Ms J Smith,  Mr M Shezi and Mr K Maduenyane

Mr Shezi graduated from the University of Witwatersrand in 2017 with a BEd. He is 
qualifi ed to teach Technology, Engineering Graphics and Design, and Social Science. He 
is also capable of teaching Mechanical Technology.  Mr Shezi has passion and patience 
when it comes to mentoring and coaching Robotics to young people as well as to adults.

Ms Smith is a third-year teacher who fi nished her Bachelor of Education degree in 2017, at the 
University of the Witwatersrand. She is qualifi ed to teach Technology, Engineering Graphics 
and Design, and English. She now teaches Technology, EGD and Afrikaans. She is very 
excited about making a diff erence in the world and she believes that it starts with the youth.
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Mr Maduenyane has an N4 Level Technical qualifi cation with a focus on electronics, and 
an HDE major in Electrical, Mechanical and Technical Drawing from Wits University. 
He has been a Senior Marker since 2011. He began developing lesson plans for the 
Gauteng Department of Education in 2014, and he is involved in the Matthew Goniwe 
School of Leadership, also through the GDE. He has 16 years’ teaching experience. 
Mr Maduenyane was assistant Grade Head in 2018, to the Grade 12 group. He is also 
a cluster leader and moderator for Engineering Graphics and Design. Mr Maduenyane 
achieved one position provincially for Electrical Technology Grade 12, class of 2019.
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Ms Cloete has a BSc in Information Technology from RAU and a BEd from UNISA, and was 
headhunted from a corporate position to teach IT and Physical Sciences at a nearby school. 
GHS has, in turn, benefi ted from Ms Cloete’s expertise since 2007. It is her notable ability to 
manage the seemingly never-ending, and often confl icting, demands made on Greenside’s 
timetable that allows the school to boast that no restrictions exist for learners in terms of 
subject combinations – a fl exibility very few schools can claim, let alone schools with as 
wide a subject range as we off er. In 2017, Ms Cloete was appointed as a Deputy Principal.

Mr Naicker, who joined Greenside High School in November 2017, has a wealth of 
experience and knowledge in the fi eld of teaching Information Technology. He has been 
teaching the subject in KwaZulu Natal for more than four years and is dedicated to ensuring 
that his learners achieve a 100% pass rate in Information Technology in addition to many 
distinction symbols. Mr Naicker is the Subject Head for the CAT and IT departments

Mr Kunene joined Greenside High School at the beginning of 2019 as an Information 
Technology Educator teaching Grade 10s. He has a Bachelor of Education degree from 
the University of the Witwatersrand with Mathematics and Information Technology as his 
majors. Mr Kunene is involved in the computer club, soccer and chess as extra-murals.
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Ms R Cloete,  Mr M Kunene,  Ms T Mdluli,  Mr L Naicker
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Ms Mdluli joined Greenside High School at the beginning of the year as a CAT and Life 
Orientation educator. She has a BEd degree in Senior and FET phase and obtained her honours 
in STEM education at the University of Johannesburg where she also spent 2019 tutoring.  
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Mr Gunning has a Higher Diploma in Education from Wits. He has over 30 years’ experience, 
teaching in both public and private schools. Mr Gunning holds a BEd Honours through UNISA. 
He is motivated by seeing personal improvement and success in Greenside High’s learners. 
While considered one of the school’s formidable disciplinarians in his role as Deputy Principal, 
Mr Gunning is in reality quicker to congratulate and point out triumphs than to criticise 
or punish. His own love of sport inspires and motivates our learners to become involved.

Ms Moyo has a BA in History and Philosophy, and a Postgraduate Diploma in Education from 
the University of Zimbabwe. She has 27 years of teaching experience, occupying positions of 
Subject Head of History and Deputy Principal at various times. Ms Moyo moved from Zimbabwe 
in 2007. She was rated the best History teacher in the Midlands Province and produced a 
100% pass rate from 1996 to 2000 at ‘O’ and at ‘A’ level, prior to disruptions to Zimbabwe’s 
education system. Ms Moyo was a National ‘O’ Level Assistant Examiner as well as a Trainer 
for National O Level Assistant Examiners. Ms Moyo is a 2020 Grade 9 Grade Head and the 
Subject Head of History, and is very involved in extramural activities at Greenside High.M
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Mr Faerch has a BSc Honours Degree in Archaeology from Wits, as well as a BA, with a 
major in History. Thereafter, he obtained a PGCE.  It was during two gap years, when 
he taught as a volunteer in areas like Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain in the Western 
Cape, as well as in the Eastern Cape, that he discovered his passion for teaching. 
While at Wits, Mr Faerch tutored in the Geography, Archaeology and Environmental 
Sciences departments. He supervised the squash boys in 2019 and is currently 
Head of cricket at Greenside. He is also assistant grade head to the Grade 9s of 2020.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

Back row
Front row

:
:

Ms S Reed,  Mr C Faerch,  Ms A Spencer, Ms M France 
Ms P Tedder,  Mr G Gunning, Ms H Moyo  
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Ms France completed her Bachelor of Social Science in Philosophy, Politics and 
Economics through the University of Cape Town. She then completed various courses 
in English and Afrikaans through UCT in order to study teaching. She went on to 
achieve her PGCE through UNISA. Ms France is excited to teach in the Social Sciences 
and History departments and she loves teaching, and learning from her learners. 
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Ms Tedder has a BA Degree and an HDE from the University of KZN. 
She has been teaching Geography at matric level for over 29 years. 
She arrived at Greenside High in 2019 as Head of Geography. She is passionate 
about her subject and tries to instil the same passion in her learners. 
She has been involved in the marking of the matric exams for over 16 years. 
Ms Tedder believes in an holistic approach to education, and 
developing the child into a responsible, well-balanced individual. 
Ms Tedder will continue with her role as the Grade 11 Grade Head in 2020.
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Ms Reed obtained both her BSc in Geography and Zoology as well as her PGCE 
in Geography and Life Sciences at Nelson Mandela Univeristy in Port Elizabeth. 
She has been teaching for 7 years and cannot imagine a life in which she is 
not dedicated to improving the lives of young individuals through education.
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Mr Farina obtained a Bachelor of Education from the University of Johannesburg, 
majoring in Maths and Physical Education. He is a keen sportsman who still plays 
competitive hockey and cricket. He has extensive experience as a sports coach.
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Ms van Niekerk’s many qualifi cations include a BEd Honours in Education from the University 
of Johannesburg, a Higher Education Diploma from the University of Pretoria, a Media 
Education Diploma for Further Education, and a Youth Preparedness Diploma for Further 
Education from the College of Education for Further Training. She has been teaching for 42 
years, and joined the Greenside High staff  in 1995. She is Subject Head for Life Orientation.

LIFE ORIENTATION

Back row

Front row

:

:

Mr S Masombuka,  Mr M Moyo,  Mr M Kunene,  Mr R Farina, Ms C Hoon,  Ms E Protopapas, 
Ms M Yapi,  Ms B Nhleko
Ms T Maseko, Ms M van Niekerk,  Ms T Mdluli
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Mr Nkosi obtained his BCom Accounting degree from Wits University in 2018. He is 
currently studying for his PGCE through UNISA, majoring in EMS and Accounting. During 
his university days, he worked for St Stithian’s College for fi ve years as a Mathematics 
Core  and Accounting tutor where he taught Grade 10 to 12 on Saturdays. Mr Nkosi was 
also involved in the NSC Grade 12 marking for the past four years as an Examination 
Assistant. In 2019, he was fortunate enough to work with the Centre Manager at one of 
the Gauteng marking venues where he worked closely with markers and making sure that 
all salary payments were processed on time. Mr Nkosi’s philosophy of life is that there 
are only two things one can buy that make one richer – travelling and education – and 
he strives to live out his values by building meaningful relationships with his students. 
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Ms Govender has a Higher Diploma in Education from UNISA and has been teaching 
for 21 years. For ten of those years, she has been teaching Grade 12 and she has 
eight years’ experience as an NSC Marker. She is committed to all the learners in 
her care and is a  Grade Head for the Grade 12’s of 2020.

Ms Hlongwane holds a BCom Financial Planning Honours degree from the University 
of Johannesburg. After discovering her passion for education, she left her job 
in corporate and joined the Greenside team. Since making the career change 
three years ago Ms Hlongwane has completed her Honours degree in education.

English Home LanguageECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES AND ACCOUNTING

Ms T Hlongwane,  Ms J Govender and Mr H Nkosi
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English Home LanguageCONSUMER STUDIES
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Ms Yapi teaches Consumer Studies to Grades 10, 11 and 12.  She obtained an ND in 
Consumer Science and a PGCE at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology and is 
currently doing her Honours.  Ms Yapi is passionate about baking and teaching, and playing 
and coaching netball. Ms Yapi has 6 years’ experience in her subject and takes her passion 
beyond the classroom: for example, she participated in a cookout in Cape Town in 2017.
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Ms Hoon teaches Consumer Studies and Life Orientation to Grade 10-12. She studied at 
the University of the Free State in Bloemfontein where she obtained a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Home Economics Food as well as a Post Graduate Certifi cate in Education.  This 
is her 9th year in teaching. Besides loving teaching, she also has a passion for netball. 

Ms M Yapi, Ms C Hoon and Ms S Visser
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Ms Visser is the Subject Head of Consumer Studies and teaches Consumer Studies 
to Grades 10, 11 and 12. She has completed a degree in BSc. Consumer Science and 
Tourism at the North-West University, PGCE at North-West University, and a Diploma 
in Patisserie (Pastry chef) at Capsicum Culinary School. She is also a proud member of 
the South African Chefs Association.  Ms Visser has 10 years of teaching experience in 
the subject. She is passionate about the subject and teaching, and the culinary world.  
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English Home LanguageGRADE 10-12 SUBJECTS ON OFFER
ENGLISH

English at Greenside High comprises literature, poetry, writing, non-literary texts and orals, 
with each component of the curriculum taught weekly. Learners engage with both literary and 
non-literary texts, where critical thinking skills are crucial. We study plays and novels, and some 
short stories. Each year, the learners are exposed to a number of texts, which helps with their 
reading and comprehension skills. The English department provides support classes in the afternoons.

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS AND DESIGN 
(EGD)

EGD was previously known as Technical 
Drawing. Greenside High has always offered 
this subject but had to rename it in 2007 as 
per the Gauteng Department of Education 
requirements. A new name brought about 
changes in the subject. This subject is focused on 
producing learners who want to pursue a career 
in Design, Engineering, Architecture and Drafting.

EGD covers Mechanical and Civil Design 
as its two pillars. Computer Aided Drafting 
forms an important part of the subject with 
learners being exposed to various CAD packages.  

LIFE ORIENTATION
Life Orientation (LO) is the study of self in rela-
tion to others and society. It applies a holistic ap-
proach to the personal, social, intellectual, emo-
tional, spiritual, motor and physical growth and 
development of learners which, in turn, leads to 
the development of a balanced learner who can 
add to a just and democratic society, a productive 
economy and an improved quality  of life for all.

The aspects covered in the syllabus are:
• Development of self in society
• Social and environmental responsibility
• Democracy and human rights
• Careers and career choices
• Study skills
• Physical Education

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Greenside High offers IT as a choice subject from Grades 10 to 12. The IT syllabus is split into two 
sections - Practical and Theory. In the practical section, we focus mainly on programming and da-
tabase interaction. We do cover HTML briefly in Grade 10. Presently, we are using Scratch and Del-
phi as our programming languages. In the theory section, we cover basic IT theory from Hard-
ware and Software all the way up to network design and implementation and virtualisation.

CONSUMER STUDIES
The subject Consumer Studies focuses on develop-
ing knowledge, skills, values and attitudes, to ena-
ble learners to become responsible and informed 

consumers of food and nutrition, clothing, housing, 
entrepreneurship and interior design, furnishings 
and household equipment, and to use resources 

optimally and in a sustainable manner.

The subject has two sections: practical work, based 
on food preparation, and theory.  

LIFE SCIENCES
In Life Sciences, we study life forms or living 
organisms and how they are affected by the 
environment. The subject is made up of many 
aspects which are closely interrelated in the 
real  world. We look at the following characteristics 
of living organisms:

• Structure and function of living organisms at 
different levels of organisation,

• Life processes in plants and animals
• How living organisms interact with each other 

and the environment
• The wide variety of living organisms on earth.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Physical Science has two components. These are: 
Chemistry and Physics. Each year has the same 
topics which cover different aspects.

Physics covers the following topics:
• Mechanics
• Waves, sound and light
• Electricity and magnetism

Chemistry covers the following topics:
• Matter and materials
• Chemical change
• Chemical systems
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English Home LanguageGRADE 10-12 SUBJECTS ON OFFER

HISTORY
Learners who study History analyse sources and evidence and study different interpretations, divergent 
opinions and voices. By doing so, they are taught to think in a rigorous and critical manner about society.
History is recommended for learners who are going to study law, journalism, politics, international 
relations, travel, tourism,  or any subject requiring analytical essay writing techniques, research and 
analysis, or are interested in joining the diplomatic corps.

Both South African and World History form the core content. The rationale for the content organistaion is 
as follows:
• A broad chronology of events, from the 17th century to the present.
• A comparative approach revealing the interconnections between local and world events - what  

happens in the rest of the world has an effect on what happens in South Africa, and vice-versa.
• Learners gain an understanding of how the past has influenced the present. The key question is: 

How do we understand our world today? It is important to demonstrate the current relevance of the 
events studied.

ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY (ET)
Electrical Technology encompasses both 
theory and practical tasks aimed at  equipping 
learners with a skill to complete further stud-
ies in the field of Electrical Engineering. Learn-
ers taking this subject are  able to complete tasks 
that range from simple fault-finding techniques 
all the way to complex microprocessor design. 

The correlation between ET and IT makes this an in-
teresting subject choice for the prospective Engineer. 
The subject also offers Power Systems and 
Digital Electronics from the start of 2020.

DRAMATIC ARTS
Dramatic Arts is a subject where every indi-
vidual learner is led on a journey of discovery. 
Learners explore how the performing arts change 
and mould society. The subject is divided into prac-
tical and theory components to give every learner an 
optimal opportunity to reach their full potential.

ISIZULU
IsiZulu gives learners the ability to know and mas-
ter at least one African language. It allows one 
to be comfortable in any career environment. 

The IsiZulu syllabus can be split into four categories:
1. Language - Grammar
2. Literature - Novels, drama, poetry and short 

stories
3. Writing - Essays and transactional writing
4. Orals - Prepared and Unprepared Speaking

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
CAT is a subject in which learners sudy the Micro-
soft Office suite. This covers the following 
programs:

• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Excel
• Microsoft Access
• Microsoft Powerpoint
• Notepad ++ is used to author websites

The theory component  of CAT covers 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)

BUSINESS STUDIES
Business Studies deals with the  knowledge, 
skills, attitudes and values critical for ethical and 
responsible participation in the formal and 
informal economic sectors. In this subject, 
learners are given the opportunity to create small 
business ventures and creatively solve problems.

AP is a subject for those learners who have a special interest in Mathematics. It requires a good deal 
of effort from the learner, and is, therefore, recommended to learners who are coping favourably in all 
other subjects, and who demonstrate a consistently high ability in Mathematics. A determined effort is 
essential and the rewards worthwhile! In this subject, the topics covered give one a tremendous 
advantage over ones peers, in courses that require higher order thinking at a tertiary level. AP Maths 
contributes greatly in addressing the skills shortages in South Africa with respect to Mathematics and 
Science.

ADVANCED PROGRAMME MATHS (AP 
MATHS)

The AP Maths curriculum is an additional 
subject and is administered through the IEB. 
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English Home LanguageGRADE 10-12 SUBJECTS ON OFFER

VISUAL ARTS
Visual Arts covers a broad field of creative practice 
that involves the hand, the eye, the intellect and 
the imagination in conceptualising and creating 
artworks. Visual Arts opens up an exciting world 
of creative and personal exploration. Learners  are   
able to develop new ways in which to respond to 
and interact with their world.

Visual Culture Studies consists of visual literacy and 
essay writing. Learners have the opportunity to 
analyse the role of Visual Arts in past and present 
cultures in Africa and globally, and explore the 
relationship between art and society.

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics is a language that makes use of symbols and notations to describe numerical, 
geometric and graphical relationships. It helps to develop mental processes that enhance logi-
cal and critical thinking, accuracy and problem solving that will contribute in decision making..

ACCOUNTING
Accounting is a systematic process of identifying, 
recording, measuring, classifying, verifying and 
interpreting financial information.

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Learners are exposed to mathematical content and 
real life contexts to develop competencies including 
the ability to reason, make decisions, solve problems, 
manage resources, interpret information, schedule 
events and apply technology. Learners have oppor-
tunities to analyse problems and devise ways of us-
ing mathematics to solve problems in different con-
texts.

ADVANCED PROGRAMME ENGLISH
Advanced Programme English (AP English) has been introduced by the IEB as an extension and challenge 
for learners who demonstrate a greater than average ability in, or enthusiasm for English. The curricu-
lum statement maintains that‘the knowledge gained from being exposed to the Advanced English Pro-
gramme is anticipated to engender a passion for literature as well as providing learners with the 
opportunity to demonstrate their personal voice in reponse to their chosen texts’

Advanced Programme English enables learners to:
• establish connections between different genres, texts, trends and contexts
• structure arguments and insights in a coherent manner using accurate textual references
• use higher-order cognitive skills to design critical judgements
• apply their knowledge, compare and contrast, analyse and critique both seen and unseen texts
• reflect philosophically on the texts they have studied
• present sophisticated, well-structured and clearly substantiated responses which synthesise their per-

sonal views in relation to the variety of texts which they have studied

It is hoped that this extension programme will enable our learners to refine their skills and 
develop confidence in their English ability. The programme requires a great deal of read-
ing and learners will need to be self-motivated to read and engage with texts in their own time. 

AP English is a subject offered by the IEB and consists of one external exam, written at the end of the Grade 
12 year. There are internal [ GHS ] assessments in Grades 10, 11 and 12. The course is run on a seminar basis 
and it is critical that learners attend the seminars. AP English is an excellent subject for learners who love 
English, as well as those who want or need that little bit extra when applying to university.

AFRIKAANS
Greenside High bied Afrikaans eerste addisionele 
taal aan.  Die Senior Fase sillabus is soos wat dit 
in graad sewe was, met taal, skryf, leesbegrip  en 
letterkunde as komponente. Ons Graad 8 leerlinge 
lees Thomas - boeke wat die leerders baie geniet.

Die Afrikaanse departement van Greenside High is 
n groep ervare en toegewyde onderwysers wat al-
les in hulle vermoë doen om Afrikaans nie net‘n 
interessante vak te maak nie, maar ook pret.

GEOGRAPHY
Geography is the study of human and physical 
environments. It is a subject that combines topics 
related to physical and human processes over 
space and time. With the use of Geography, we can 
better understand our complex world. 

In Physical Geography, we examine natural process-
es and features, including the atmosphere, land-
forms and eco-systems. In Human Geography, we 
investigate the activities and impact of people on 
Earth.
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English Home LanguageGREENSIDE HIGH SCHOOL IN ACTION
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